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CHEM 524 -- Outline (Part 15) - Luminescence —  2013 
 

XI. Molecular Luminescence Spectra (Chapter 15) 

      Kinetic process, competing pathways fluorescence, phosphorescence, non-radiative decay 

Jablonski diagram summarizes 

Excitation vs. emission 

Energy transfer - distance 

figureAF_0.gif
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A. Two kinds of measurements (both depend on quantum yield: Q = F/A   flux photons) 

1. Luminescence – scan spectra as function of lum, excited at fixed ex±

2. Excitation – scan spectra as function of ex, detect at fixed lum ±

[equivalent to absorption under conditions, const. Quantum yield] 

 

 

Spectra contain contributions from excitation, Raman and scatter and fluorescence/phosphor, 

need to sort out: excitation and scatter (Raman) fixed energy relation – shift together 

 fluorescence and phosphorescence fixed by molecule energetics – don’t shift, broader 
 

Gratings still have orders to watch out for as well 

Separate excitation from fluorescence is partial role of monochromator, also orthog.optics, filter 
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B. Instrumentation -- typically can control both Lum, ex,  

1.Old model: PE Model 650 – typical optics - source Xe, monochromator -- fast, PMT detect 

minimal optics, shutters (for Edark), slits (resolution, excit.-left, lumin. -right), reference 

 

Horizontal slit, allows larger excited volume 

imaged onto luminescence monochromator 

 
Stabilization (source instability) - eg arc 

wander, fluctuate at slit – normalize  
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Options: thermal (broad, slow) or quantum detector (spectral, fast)– two options (only a above) 

a. beam split off portion of excitation monochromator beam to broad band detector 

b. split out part of excitation to broad band dye in separate cell and detect its fluorescence 

 

 
Underlying design for modern version, Perkin Elmer LS-50 and LS-55 

 

2. Alternate models -- SLM - modular design, alternate: double mono excite (low scatter); 

stabilize with braod band dye fluorescence (“ref cell”, after ex±-- modular  



Xe arc 

source 

Ref Channel 

Emission 

detector 

 

Varian Source optics 

(next page) 

 

figureF_4.gif
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Modern ones – Varian Cary Eclipse – uses Xe flash lamp, collect with fast optics (above) 

 

J-Y Horiba Fluoromax– in 4315 SES– conventional Xe source, high sensitivity, ms response 

 

  

Excitation 

mono 

Emission 

mono 

Normalization 

Sample 

Source – 

Xe flash 
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PTI—uses Xe arc (steady state) or N2-pump Dye laser excite – pulsed laser or LED  lifetime 

--build up spectrometer from components 

   

 

N2 laser     Dye laser (oscill.+ampl.) Frequency doubler (BBO) 

 

C. Measurements – Link to mini-review by Frank Bright, and example slides - UK bio-fluores. 

1. Excitation -- increase sensitivity over absorption or 

selectivity for specific component (that has luminescence) or 

part of molecule (eg. Trp in proteins) 

2. Fluorescence 

-- normally see S1S0 since relax vibrations fast to lowest vibration in excited state, 

--if excite S1 in absorption, then A and F overlap, if there are hot bands - more overlap 

--if excite Sn (n>1) then have a gap, E > (ESn - ES1) 

--intensity proportional to quantum yield: Q = F/A   flux photons, and lifetime, F 

3. Phosphorescence – T1S0 -- intersystem cross to triplet (S≠0)  

slow time characteristic - discriminates process, temperature dependent (compete with 

  radiationless decay or vibrational relax to ground state from S1)  

sensitive to heavy atoms (promote ISC - spin-orbit couple) 

lowering temperature can enhance phosphorescence detection, reduce non-radiative 

BrightFluorRev.pdf
FluorescenceSlidesUK.pdf
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Examples from Bright review 

 Two ways of lifetime sensing 

 

Time domain decay,  

fit I s. t to exponential, e-kt  

like 1st order kinetics 

 

 

 

 

Frequency domain phase shift 

Faster decay has less phase shift,      

i.e. apparent at higher frequencies 

 

 

 

 

4. Time dependence -- lifetime:  = o exp(-t/) where  -lifetime, ()1/2 = 0.69 

Time-domain lifetime measurements (excitation and fluores. time can be comparable): 

phosphorescence -- measure decay directly    (t), P = (kP + knr')
-1 ~10-4-104 sec 

fluorescence – must deconvolve exciting pulse,      EF'(t) = Eex(t')EF(t-t')dt' 

                Observe IF variation: E'F, real is EF, decay time:F = (kF + knr)
-1 ~10-5-10-8 sec 

Cooling reduced relative fluorescence 

w/r/t phosphorescence, by reducing non-

radiative decay, allowing more ISC 
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Method – laser/flash/diode – excite; detect fast PMT/avalanche and boxcar/transient digitize 

Stroboscopicpulse the source and look at sequential time delays to plot decay of 

fluorescence with gated PMT and time resolved data storage (Trp fluor. w/Easy Life) 

 

[REPEAT:  from Wiki: When decay exponential is similar in time to the excitation pulse or detection 

response is wide, the measured fluorescence, M(t), will not be purely exponential. The instrumental 

response function, IRF(t) will be convolved or blended with the decay function, F(t). 

 
The decay function (and corresponding lifetimes) cannot be recovered by direct deconvolution using 

Fourier transforms because division by zero will produce errors and noise will be amplified. The 

instrumental response of the source, detector, and electronics can be measured, usually from scattered 

excitation light. The IRF can then be convolved with a trial decay function to produce a calculated 

fluorescence, which can be compared to the measured fluorescence. The parameters for the trial 

decay function can be varied until the calculated and measured fluorescence curves fit well. This is 

known as reconvolution or reiterative convolution, and can be performed by software.] 

 

   

Double exponential, ANS free-fast fast fluorescence, see 

decay almost same as excitation, when bound to BSA-

slows fluorescence, almost straight line in log plot (exp) 

(middle) similarly BSA+SDS faster decay, double exponential 

decay, note, shifted t = 0 

Works for quantum dots as well, CdSe slower fluorescence but 

multiexponential, can resolve component distribution  

Observed decay 

Excitation pulse 

True lifetime decay 

note log plot,  

so exp linear 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convolution
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deconvolution
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fourier_transform
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Couple to microscope, now popular for following spatial aspects, imaging, single molecule 

  

Fluorescence microspectrom. (also reflectance)    Absorbance (transmission) microspectrom 
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Phase resolved method -- modulate source (cyclic repeat), lifetime induces a phase shift 

[From Wiki: Alternatively, fluorescence lifetimes can be determined in the frequency domain by a 

phase-modulated method. The intensity of a continuous wave source is modulated at high frequency, by 

an acousto-optic modulator for example, which will modulate the fluorescence. Since the excited state 

has a lifetime, the fluorescence will be delayed with respect to the excitation signal, and the lifetime can 

be determined from the phase shift. Also, y-components to the excitation and fluorescence sine waves 

will be modulated, and lifetime can be determined from the modulation ratio of these y-components. 

Hence, 2 values for the lifetime can be determined from the phase-modulation method.] 

 

  

 

  

TCSPC (J-Y) 3-D plot: lifetime, freq., inten.    POPOP decay in MeOH (red), lamp pulse (blue)  

-- pulse correlation scheme 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continuous_wave
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acousto-optic_modulator
figureF_5.gif
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Combined Fluorescence Lifetime & Steady State Spectrometer  
Lifetime ranges 10 ps - 10 s, UV - Vis - NIR spectral range, Single Photon Counting sensitivity 

 
Many accessories for variations on standard luminescence (e.g. Varian Cary Eclipse) 
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5. Quenching--external conversion--loss of excitation to another species 

kec = kq[Q] Stern-Volmer relation: (FQ
o) -1 = (F

o)-1 + KQ[Q]/ (F
o) 

F
o = kq/ (kF + kIC + kISC) -- use dipole acceptor for S1 and triplet for T1 

[Alternate formulation: The dependence of the emission intensity, F on quencher concentration [Q] is 

given by the Stern-Volmer equation:  F0/F = T0/T = 1 + kqT0[Q]   where: T and To is the lifetime in the 

presence and absence of quencher, respectively, and kq is the bimolecular rate constant for reaction of 

quencher with fluorophore. The product of kqTo is referred to as the Stern-Volmer constant or KSV] 

6. Polarization anisotropy  r = (R - 1)/(R + 2)    polarization ratio:  R = /  

   

7. Linearity    EL ~ c for A < 0.005 

8. Saturation -- approach equilibrium with excited state 

9. Detection Limit -- 0.1-10 pM -- strength of fluorescence 

10. Distance measurements, FRET – measure efficiency (E) of fluorescence energy transfer 
Förster theory: E = R0

6/(r6+ R0
6)   R0= distance of separation at which E = 50% 

 

 

Label ends of biopolymer 

Measure distances between 

sites in protein (above) or 

sense binding in DNA or 

folding of a protein/peptide
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Spec Sheet comparisons:  J-Y Horiba Fluoromax 4 (analogous to Dept. instrum.) 

 

           

Specifications: 
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Perkin Elmer LS 45 and LS 55 – only sales pitch, e.g. like first part of J-Y above 

 

 

Varian Cary same type approach, brochure focus on capabilities, not numerical specifications  
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EasyLife V – OBB Corp, measures fluorescence lifetimes – excite with pulsed LED lamp, must 

select what region you wish to excite, purchase different LED for each,  

measure total fluorescence (select with filter), 

Specifications: 

 


